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HIPAL Application Form
Please complete this form in its entirety by the application deadline (see HIPAL Application Form
website for dates). You cannot save this form so prepare all of your answers in advance. On the
HIPAL website you will find a complete list of the application questions to help you prepare. Keep in
mind you have to secure a Hamline Faculty Recommendation, which is due at the same time as your
application form. Plan ahead and give your faculty reference enough time to complete their
recommendation on time.
* Required

1. Name (last name, first name) *

2. Student ID # *

3. Academic Advisor *

4. Declared Major(s)
If applicable

5. Declared Minor(s) and Certificate(s)
If applicable

6. Intended but Undeclared Major(s)

7. Intended but Undeclared Minor(s) and
Certificate(s)

8. Number of semesters COMPLETED at Hamline
thus far *

9. What credits have you transferred into Hamline
and how many (e.g. PSEO, etc)?

https://docs.google.com/a/hamline.edu/forms/d/17MiOfiOnAH2MBdzk76uiEfyOH4uV2q1EjvBp6njbtFA/edit?c=0&w=1
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10. Do you consider yourself as a... *
This is not based on the number of credits you have to date, but when you started at Hamline
Mark only one oval.
firstyear student
sophomore
junior
senior
11. Are you fulltime or parttime? *
Mark only one oval.
fulltime (12 or more credits per semester)
parttime (< 12 credits per semester)
12. What is your expected graduation date? *
e.g. Spring 2019

13. Please provide the name of one Hamline
faculty member that is willing to serve as a
reference. *
Your faculty reference will need to complete an
online recommendation form, which is due the
same day as your application. It is your
responsibility to contact your reference and send
them the link on the HIPAL website with the
recommendation form so they can complete it on
time. (The link is on the same HIPAL webpage as
this application). Be sure to provide them with
sufficient time to complete the form.)

14. What are your goals during your time at Hamline? *
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15. Where did you learn about HIPAL? (check all that apply) *
Check all that apply.
An Admissions event when I was a prospective Hamline student
Major Decision Fair
HIPAL Information Meeting
HIPAL Information Table in Anderson Center
Email invitation from faculty to apply to HIPAL
A friend who is in HIPAL
HIPAL website
Other:
16. What aspects of HIPAL have you heard/read about that you believe you would benefit from or
were of interest to you?

17. What career path(s) are you currently considering? *

18. Outside of academics, what other commitments do you have? Indicate the number of hours
per week each commitment requires of you in parentheses. *
e.g. TA in biology (6), concert band (10), Hamline football (15), caregiver (18), job in retail (20)
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19. HIPAL meetings and events will be held every other Tuesday night from 6:308:00 pm. Do you
know of any commitments that would prevent you from attending meetings at this time over
the next four years? If yes, please explain. *

20. "What you put in is what you get out."  What does this statement mean to you? Provide an
example from your life where this statement applies. *
150 word limit

21. What is it about your intended field of study or in the natural sciences in general that you are
passionate about? *
150 word limit

22. Dedication and commitment are two characteristics we are looking for in a HIPAL student.
Please provide an example from your life that illustrates your dedication and commitment. *
150 word limit
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23. What feeds you intellectually outside of the classroom and why? *
150 word limit (e.g. reading novels because..., political debates because..., strategybased video
games because ...)

24. How many ping pong balls would it take to fill RSC 11? Explain your reasoning. *
Report your answer to the closest order of magnitude? (e.g. 10^3)

25. Is there any other information you would like us to know about you?
This information will be shared with reviewers.

Send me a copy of my responses.
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